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Abstract.
The presence of valence fluctuating redox ions such as Pb, TI, Sb, etc can
enhance the transition temperature of the new oxide superconductors. We propose the
possibilityof the existenceof negative Hubbard parameter (U) on redox ion which results
in effectivenegative U on apex oxygen bridging redox ion and the CuO2 planes. This
enhances T~.
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1. Model
The discovery of high temperature superconductivity in oxide system of La or Y and
many others have sparked immense interest in the physics community (Bednorz and
Miiller 1986; Wu et al 1987).
It is well known that Tc increases roughly proportional to the number of CuO2
planes per block, e.g. Tc of the oxide materials with triple perovskite structure is
larger than La2CuO4 type structures. Most of the superconductors with T~ > 40 K
can be arranged into an assembly of layers with the following sequence (Sinha 1989)
R -

B -

S -

(I -

S) n_ 1 -

B -

R

where S is the superconducting CuO2 plane, I an insulating layer such as calcium
[-]/TO separating two adjacent S planes, R is a layer containing redox ions such
as bismuth, thalium or lead etc. and B is a bridge layer of oxygens which bridges R
and S layer, n is the number of S layers per block and for n = 1 the redox layer is
absent. We also observe that for the same number CuO2 layers, Tc is higher for those
compounds which have a redox layer than those without it (e.g. Tc of La2CuO4 is
small as compared to that of TI2Ba2CuO6). Chemically the redox ions have two stable
valence states (e.g. Bi 3 ÷ and Bi s ÷ or T1 ÷ and Tl 3 + or Pb 2 + and Pb 4 +). Oxygen from
the bridge layer is directly coupled to the redox ion because of the apex position of it.
Two standard states of oxygen are O - - and O °. This makes charge state (T13+,
TI +) with (O- -, O °) to have a lower energy than (T1 + +) with (O-). This is modelled
by taking a negative Hubband parameter U on redox ions.
Recently Khomskii and Zvezdin (1988) introduced negative U on CuO2 plane in
the hamiltonian to explain the high T~ behaviour of the oxide superconductors. Varma
(1988) introduced negative U to explain the missing valence states of redox ions.
In view of the above discussion, we think it plausible that negative U is placed on
redox ion ( - U,). This induces negative U on apex oxygen ( - Up) if we assume
hybridization between them. For, consider a following model hamiltonian between
an R layer and the B layer.

H = ~,~bb~i~bi~- U,~ b~rbiTb~qbi~ + ~ eppti~pi~ + ~,(Vbt~pi~ + h.c.).
i,a

i

i,~

(1)
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Here, bi, and pi, are annihilation operators for redox and oxygen sites having the
same z coordinates and index i refers to x - y coordinates in the plane. The last term
gives the hybridization.
After making Schrieffer-Wolf transformations we get the effective hamiltonian as
Heft =

~,(e.bbti bi, + e.pp~iop,~)_ U, ~ nitnijb
i,a

+ B ~ [ n ~ n ~ _ o ( 1 - n ~ - n~_~) - n~n~

- n,~b _ n~_ o)].

(2)

i,cr

b is the number operator for redox ion on site i and n~'o is correspondingly
where nio
for apex oxygen at site i, and

[ 1
B = - 2 t p - eb

1
]2
,VI 4
e , - e b - U, (2eb-- 2e~-- U,)

P ni-,,
P "n b~,, n bi - , , "~thenitis
Note eb .-~ ep and B > 0. If we denote the basis states by Ini,,
clear from (2) that, states 10,0; 1, 1 ) with energy 2 e b - U, + B and states I1, 1; 0 , 0 )
with energy 2 e p - B are of lower energy than states such as I1, 0; 1, 0 ) with energy
eb + ep. Thus we prove that there is effective negative U on the apex oxygen.
To investigate the effect of negative Hubbard parameter ( - Ue) on CuO2 plane,
consider the hamiltonian
H = Eeka~koakO+ ~epp~op, _ U e E n i ~ n , ~ + ~ (~'atkoPia+h.c.).
k,o

l,a

(3)

i,kdr

Here, the first term represents conduction electron band in CuO2 layer with ako as
annihilation operator of electron with momentum k and spin a. ~" is the hybridization
term between conduction electron and an apex electron.
We show that this enhances attraction in the CuO2 plane. Following the
Schrieffer-Wolf procedure, and assuming that ek ~ er we get the following effective
hamiltonian,
X2
H<rf=Eeka~koak'-E
er - - 2 e e + Up) rLa ko
t a k'-a"k'o•k-a
t ,~ ,,
+h.c.].
k.o
k,k'.,(2

(4)

where

_1
eF

1
ep

1

~F -- ep + U p

The interaction term in (4) depends upon energy denominators. Since
er > ep, X2/(2er - 2ee + Up) > 0 resulting in enhanced effective attractive interaction
between electron in the CuO2 planes. This attractive interaction is largest when
er ~ ep. We note that this attraction is obtained because of the virtual exchange of
electrons in the CuO2 plane and the apex oxygen planes.
We do not expect this to be the main mechanism of superconductivity. However
it will enhance the attractive interaction which may already be existing in the CuO2
planes due to other mechanisms. We see then that this mechanism couples different
CuO2 planes giving a three-dimensional character to the superconductivity (Anderson
1989).
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